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many people have been giving birth to their dreams. they want to change the world by opening
doors to possibilities. i hope that the next genius scholarship can be a real inspiration for many

people to achieve their dreams. i think this is the best course for me. it is one of the courses that i
can get from multiple sources. it is the best course for me as it covers all the toefl topics and i can

focus on each topic with a quick and easy learning process. its highly recommended for me. i did my
toefl on the 10th. i got 86. it was my first time. i wanted to retake it, but didn't have any more time
for the retake. i only had 2 weeks to prepare for the toefl. i joined prepgenius where they guided me
about the exam patterns, syllabus, and prepared me for each subject with detailed strategies which

in turn improved my accuracy and speed. i will recommend prepgenius for sure as the proper
guidance one needs to ace his/her test is what theyll provide. i had never taken the toefl exam
before. i got a score of 73 with a toefl practice test. however, i failed the test due to my limited

understanding of the structure and grammar of the toefl questions. prepgenius helped me identify
areas for improvement and gave me tips on how to approach the test. i will definitely be using their
services for my toefl prep. i wanted to retake my toefl exam but i had no more time for the retake. i
joined prepgenius and learned the exam pattern, areas to improve, and strategies to take during the
exam. i got a score of 87 on my retake. i highly recommend prepgenius as they help you study like a

pro.
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i have benefited a lot from the program provided by the geniustoefl. they have really helped me a lot
in improving my knowledge and also in my toefl score. the toefl preparation program provided by the

geniustoefl helped me prepare for the test in the best way possible. there is no doubt that the
program provided by the geniustoefl has increased my knowledge and my toefl score. i really

appreciate the great job by the geniustoefl team in providing such a great service to people like me.
if you are planning to take the toefl test, you must definitely opt for the program provided by the

geniustoefl. the great toefl preparation program has helped me a lot in improving my knowledge and
in my toefl score. thanks to the geniustoefl team for their great service. genius toefl is a computer-
based learning methodology for the toefl english test. it was designed by the geniustoefl team to
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make learning easy, fast, practical, and complete. the test includes a computerized listening and
reading test and a computerized writing test. it includes the toefl speaking test. genius toefl includes
many free and paid tests. the free tests include the listening test, the speaking test, the reading test,

the writing test, and the test of english as a foreign language (toefl®), which is the test most
commonly required of international students. the paid test are the toefl speaking test, the toefl

listening test, the toefl reading test, and the toefl writing test. to be considered for a scholarship, the
students need to register on their official website and pay the registration fees along with the

application. after the registration, the candidates have to appear for the next genius online level 1
critical thinking assessment. the online assessment will be for 1 hour and will contain 18 questions to

measure the ability of the candidate to reason, read effectively, analyze data, and solve puzzles.
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